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“AI technology”
is the new normal
Deploying a Machine Learning service-based
solution at the operational level can increase
efficiency by 10% to 20% in just two days.

Yet, according to McKinsey's‘ The state
of AI in 2020’ report, only 50% of
worldwide companies have adopted AI
and Machine Learning solutions.

Biggest shortcoming faced by companies when adopting AI technology is the lack of expertise and
understanding of the technology.
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Adoption of AI is heavily skewed towards big companies.
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Introducing XXX

XXX is an R&D and Product-Technology Company established in 2019. we are
established in -------

AI (Artificial
Intelligence)

Machine
Learning &
Deep Learning

Data Science

IoT (Internet of
Things)

Big Data

Biometrics

Blockchain

Robotics

Our Motto

Mindset

We believe that the confluence of
human creativity and technology
can solve big problems.

Mission
Our mission is to advance
humanity by solving the most
challenging problems of
organizations, governments, and
people through creativity and
technology.

Our Solutions

Customizable Solutions
We have a versatile range of AI-driven
products that can be customized to suit
the client's requirements.

Team of Experts
XXX is home to many experts who have
years of experience in their respective
fields.
Our multi-skilled team will assist the
clients at every step till they are
comfortable with the solution product.

Applicable at a wide range
of Industries
The customized projects can cater to
many Industrial needs.

Timeline
Then
Started in January 2019 with only 2
employees.

No products

No clients

No revenue

Now
38 employees with teams in ----

Multiple projects and clientele reach
in 7 geographic countries

Around --- USD revenue in 2021.

Best software award In --- in 2019
and 2020.

Product in -----XXX Product - Commercial Compliance & ----------

It is an AI-enabled “------“, Supervision and Inspection System” specially made for the ----.

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

(COMPLETED)

Check commercial compliance
and permit violations of ---- shops
and markets using AI, Computer
Vision, --- and ---instead of
human inspection

Introduce Humanoid Interactive
Robot to perform market
inspection instead of human
inspector. Not yet started.

Introduce ---- to perform market
supervision and inspection. Not
yet started.

Assistive Innovations
By XXX Team
01

Build Your Own Computer Vision Model
---- is a platform that is a one-of-a-kind Vision ---- model for computer vision tasks, specifically image
classification.

02

Empowers Digital Intelligence Voice Transformation

03

Biometric Authentication & Security

04

Log File Analysis & Risk Prediction System

05

Universal Document Digitization System

--- is AI, ---------------- based intelligent voice assistant for any business.

---- is an AI-enabled multi-factor, multi-modal and multi-platform biometric authentication and
security platform.

----- is a next-generation AI-built, self-learning log file analysis & error prediction engine designed to
be the ------

---is capable of extracting information and digitizing any ----- document.

06

Suspect Detection & Tracking System

--- is an AI-enabled, self-learning, computer vision-based suspect ----- & -----.

Traction

Revenue (USD)

30+

past projects have been executed.

25+

clients worked with us.

Size of the R&D team is

7,500

5,000

7

---- YoY
Growth

2,500

Client distribution in ----,---- and ---0

2020

2021

---- Game Changer
AI could contribute up to $15.7 trillion to
the global economy in 2030.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is both thrilling
and apprehensive.

What are the true prospects in the industry?

Automotive

Healthcare

Financial
services

Energy

Technology &
Communications

Entertainment

Manufacturing

Transport
and logistics

Opportunities

According to PwC AI Impact Index, there are ~ 300 use cases of AI

With the help of their qualified and insightful crew, XXX will be able to tap into multiple of these use cases.

Financials

Profit
& Loss (In USD)
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1.26 M
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EBITDA

4.64 M
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We would love to
connect to with
you

----XXX

----XXX

https://XXX.biz/
----hello@XXX.biz

XXX

